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About This Content

A quest that will help to obtain large amounts of Exp will appear on the Notice Board at the Castle Plaza:

- Legendary Puni

*This content is also included into "Atelier Lydie & Suelle Season Pass."
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Title: New Quest Loads of Exp Quest
Genre: RPG
Developer:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Release Date: 8 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7, Windows® 8.1, Windows® 10 (64bit required)

Processor: Core i5 2.6GHz or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX550Ti or better, 1280x720

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 25 GB available space

Sound Card: OnBoard

English,Traditional Chinese,Japanese
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Very interesting concept, great audio and nightmarish atmosphere, but be advised:
1) it's quite short. (1 hour for me, hard level)
2) I like immersivity in virtual reality, so usually I play all 3d games with a stereoscopic setup (nvidia card + 3d vision lcd
glasses or just red/blue glasses and a multiscreen resolultion). Unfortunately here it's not working.

6.5/10
. SUPERB!>>Remember Capcom's Commando 1985???If you were lucky enough to have played that,or it's PC \/console
conversion then like me i think youll absolutely love this game,and even if you havnt heard of them because you wernt even
born then dont worry,this is good enough to attract new players to this "style" of Gameplay.I know this isnt made by
Capcom,still the same idea you will spot immediately.@DEV>Id love to see say WW2 DLC for this,Plenty of Nazi's to kill etc
and Nades to lob+that classic theme tune,this has the same frenetic frenzied paced gameplay as an old classic,i wasnt sure when
i looked at it,is it childish?No it isnt.Im middle aged:) and for me this IS My "Best Buy"of Steam sale Nov2016.Edit>another
idea for DLC i would like to see The theme tune from 1985 Commando too id pay for that in a jiffy!.. :P
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=xmlM1KS7txE&t=505s
Oh and theres a "bit"of Blood in it!... This game surprised me, in a very good way. The character system has more depth than it
looks like. The game overall is fairly polished. I'm having a blast with it, anyway. Highly recommended.. Outstanding game.
Original concept, fair price, great developer.. The game is well built with some nice mechanics, and is genuinely enjoyable to
play. Unfortunately it does not feel as though it is a finished product; there are limitations where you would expect there to be
much more. On top of that, the game is far too easy (no difficulty settings) and, with a lack of challenge after the second year,
becomes somewhat dreary to play.

Visually fantastic, sound build, lacking in content.. Hardcore over acting.
Very poor and short stories.
An insult to MK fans.. If you highly enjoyed the base game and wanted more out of it \/ was curious about their design process,
then you'll enjoy this. It being labelled as DLC is a bit of a misnomer since it doesn't add any extra plot or anything, but it
expands on their design process and is pretty fascinating.
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Pretty good puzzle game with a pretty decent story. I only got the Catherine ending but I know there's a neutral ending and a
Katherine ending as well so that's quite a bit of content.. Amberskull is really fun and the fact that is only 5 euro for 4 mini-
games makes it an easy purchase.. it is a very good add-on, i highly recommend it. Whatever you do don't start the engines
manually as the aircraft will go mental. Great platformer with straightforward gameplay and pretty easy 100% achievements!
There are only 21 levels but fun throughout with a pleasant soundtrack! Oh, and did I forgot to mention, it's free??? Can't go
wrong here!. Like zombies and ten pin bowling? well you're in for a treat then... I realize that this is an "Early Access Game", so
bugs are to be expected.

That said, In the last few days my attempts at play have been met with crashes on loading, crashes at the main menu, and a
horribly unresponsive game. A gaming system that can handle many AAA titles seems to have trouble keeping up with Vox,
leading to an less than enjoyable experience. Even in an "alpha" state, I would have assumed that the game would be playable.
As I obviously don't have access to the source, I can't say if the problem is due to naïve data structures, brute-force coding
techniques, the choice of paradigms/libraries, or just the trying to avoid premature optimization, but something is causing it to
feel very laggy, both in response to input as well as in animation.

Now, bugs and what I will refer to as poor optimization aside, on to the gameplay itself. I managed to create a character,
customize the appearance somewhat, and get into the default world (biome? It's a world.) Right away I could see quest givers in
front of me. When I went to gather up a quest or three, I discovered that you can only accept one a time. Alright, no
multitasking it is- time to explore and complete a quest!

Except exploring the world is at best tedious. It is easy for your character to get stuck on block edges, which happens often
enough that I end up jumping everywhere. The only things in the starting area outside of "town" seem to be hills and the
occasional tree, There weren't any arches or caves that I could fine, although there is a screenshot of one so I assume they are
somewhere.

Okay, okay, alpha state- I get it.

Combat felt...awkward. It was difficult to have a sense of perspective concerning the monsters I needed to kill due to how
"close" the character is to the camera, and the right-click "targetting" system felt awkward when combined with a left-click-and-
hold attack, especially if you come from the 3rd-person gaming background where right click activates mouse look or run. I kill
my required number of bees (more annoying than I would have hoped, it was difficult to get them to "aggro" on you without
some form of ranged attack to reach them first, approaching them was not enough), and realize that I have no idea which
direction town is. The limited landmarks mean that the simply colored terrain tends to look the same in all directions, and the
quasi-random assortment of snow, concrete, grass, and what I assume is desert lead me down a few wrong paths for a bit. Again,
my own fault, but a mini-map of some form, or at the very least a larger draw distance might have helped smooth this out.

Turn in the quest, and decide to go check on the Steam sale. When I next opened the game, there was no recollection of me
having completed the previous quest, so the same NPC has the exclamation point. No, I don't want to kill bees again.
Somewhere in this process I leveled up, but I have no idea what that actually did.

I don't doubt that Vox could be an enjoyable, fun game, in a similar style to Minecraft or Terraria, but I do feel that the early
access release was perhaps too early. Reading through the notes from the developer, I am concerned that the focus on more
content may be somewhat misplaced, especially in a one or two person shop. I know throwing more people at a late project (or
in this case, a project very much in need of more work) only makes it later (slower), so I won't say that more developers are
necessary- but I don't see Vox leaving this current alpha/Early Access state for quite some time. It does appear that the
developer is active in the forums, responding to users comments and critiques, which is a good thing, but the desire to add new
functionality seems to be overpowering the real need to improve the base game that is in place.

Overall, I wasn't expecting perfection, or even anything close, but the feel of the game in its current state is one that I can't
recommend. There is some potential here for fun, and the customization options are definitely a good start, but it feels like it
will be a long time before this game is ready for the public.
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